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Critics of the current educational system in the United Kingdom often bemoan the examination culture that exists and the resultant 

lack of creativity inherent in the modern curriculum. As you read this edition of the Reedonian Newsletter, you will find that this is far 

from the case at Reed’s School: something we are all very proud of.  From the junior production of ‘Samurai’ at the Leatherhead Drama 

Festival to the Summer Orchestral Concert to the Personal Development Week for the Lower Sixth to the Nissen Bridgemnan Project 

for the Third Form, creativity, imagination and an encouragement of original thought abound at our school. I hope that, as you read 

about some of the highlights of this term, you get an insight into our educational philosophy and what makes Reed’s such a vibrant 

community.           Mark Hoskins, Headmaster

• Music Awards – Martin So Diploma, ABRSM in   

 French Horn; James Cobb places at Junior Royal  

 College of Music & Guildhall School of Music; Oscar  

 Shepherd Diploma, London College of Music in Guitar

• Drama - junior production of ‘Samurai’ wins Richard  

 Houghton Award at Leatherhead Festival

• FutureTech – 4x4 in Schools Challenge team win  

 ‘Best Engineered Vehicle’ in UK National Finals 

• Careers – inaugural FutureCareer and FutureUni  

 Fairs prove a huge success

• Cricket – Dan Douthwaite breaks British Schools’  

  record scoring 100 from 31 balls & makes debut for  

 Surrey CCC 1st XI; Sonny Cott debuts for Ireland  

  U19s; Nathan Tilley captains Surrey U15 team;  

 Oscar Kolk breaks school record with 181 runs

• Golf – team reach National finals of ISGA Matchplay  

 and HMC Schools’ Foursomes

• Tennis  - Boys win National Schools’ Tennis Champs;   

 Girls - win National Independent Schools’ Tennis  

 Champs & Surrey Cup

• Athletics – Elliot Laville 2nd in GB Biathlon gains   

 place in Nationals; Harry Spawforth Surrey U20 

 800m champion at County Championships

• Hockey – U14s win Bronze at the Nationals without  

 conceding a game; U18s win National Plate; Meg  

 Douthwaite gains 20th Jr Eng Hockey cap

• Rugby – Dylan Morris plays for England U18; Oliver  

 Taylor player of the tournament for Denmark   

 U18; Guy Mawhood plays in Lambs U18 tour; Max  

 Newbold selected for U13 Surrey dev. squad

• Skiing – 3 skiers selected for British Ski Dev. Group;  

 7 skiers selected for indoor training camp for Eng  

 2016 World Schools’ Champs

• Beach Volleyball - Girls are National Champions

cover: Barney Goodwin on Trombone in the Summer Concert



St Martin of Tours in Epsom provided the perfect venue for the 

Summer Concert, offering a balance between grandeur 

and intimacy and a resonant acoustic which lifted the orchestra 

to magnificent heights and added a delicate reverberance to our 

chamber groups. The orchestra initiated proceedings with a bold 

interpretation of Holst’s ‘Jupiter’. The string section, led by Max Salata-

Barnett (U6), was particularly strong, driving the rhythm and lifting the 

hymnic melody of ‘I Vow to Thee My Country’ whilst the brass offered 

fortitude and punch. Other highlights included The Famous Five, a 

quintet consisting of Reed’s best string players, the Brahms horn trio 

demonstrating the very best of Reed’s chamber music (with Martin 

So’s bright and noble horn performance) and some truly world-class 

pianism from Dylan Price (L6) for the last piece of the evening, the 

virtuosic Presto movement from Mendelssohn’s Piano Concerto No. 1 

in which he demonstrated genuine mastery of the keyboard.   

     Simeon Smith, Music Dept

During the preceding weeks of the annual Lower School 

Recital Evening musicians signed up to audition and the 

music department had the unenviable task of whittling their large 

number down to ‘concert-length’ proportions. The junior members 

of the Corps of Drums kick-started proceedings with an impressive 

display before the massed ranks of the LSO (Lower School Orchestra) 

gave a stirring rendition of Vangelis’ ‘Chariots of Fire’. Then a number 

of smaller ensembles performed with energy and excitement. The 

next section of the evening was given over to showcasing the 

enormous individual talent contained within the lower years at Reed’s 

and the concert was rounded off with a host of scintillating ensemble 

performances. These groups played with extraordinary poise and 

commitment and thrilled the audience with their talent. In a very 

short time, the Lower School Recital has established itself as one of 

the most anticipated musical events in the school calendar and the 

standard of the performances was truly inspiring. 

          Iain Carnegie, Director of Music
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MUSIC inspiring concerts...

Twenty-two pupils from First to Third Forms performed Geoffery 

Case’s witty, moralistic play ‘Samurai’ with exuberance and wit as 

part of the Leatherhead Drama Festival, one of the largest and 

most hard fought drama festivals in the country. Two performers, Ollie 

Hoskins and Sam Hunt, received mentions in the top six actors of the 

competition and Reed’s was announced as winners of the Richard 

Houghton Award, for outstanding contribution to the Festival. For a 

category that includes performers up to eighteen years of age with 

much more experience, our young cohort should be very pleased 

with their efforts. This reinforces the quality of drama productions at 

Reed’s School.   

The sports programme at Reed’s School is relatively tame compared 

to the hard-founght battle that is The Close ‘Drama in a Day’ 

competition. This annual event, now in its fourth year, puts the 

leadership and creativity of Lower Sixth Drama students to the test 

as they cajole, stimulate and encourage boys in the Close (First and 

Second Forms) into creating short plays – all in one day. After an 

exhausting day of rehearsals, the boys performed in front of a sell-out 

audience and judging panel. Each group interpreted their stimulus in 

intelligent ways, with subject matter ranging from magic paintings to 

absurd aeroplane journeys. 

    Tim Silk, Director of Drama

THE ARTS

DRAMA juniors prove the quality at Reed’s...

        ‘A scene from Samurai’   Accepting the Award   Close ‘Drama in a Day’

Lower School Recital Evening (above) 
Summer Concert (below)
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MUSIC inspiring concerts...

THE ARTS

The Autumn Concert

The Art department’s exhibition of A Level Fine Art included large-

scale oil paintings, printmaking, video art, life drawing and even 

plaster and latex casting. The GCSE Art and Design also covered a 

range of media from painting, graphic posters and ‘Pop Art’ chairs. A 

Level Graphics and Photography students’ work included packaging 

and product design, motion graphics and studio photography. The 

quality and standard of the work displayed was very high and it was a 

real celebration of the work the students have achieved over the year. 

           Zoe Davison, Art Dept

The Design and Technology department was proud to show off 

over 50 coursework projects in the FutureTech building. Our 

Fifth and Sixth Form pupils discussed their projects with visitors and 

prospective GCSE pupils were able to see first hand what the resistant 

materials course entails. All of the projects follow a design, make and 

evaluate process which involves a wide range of activities culminating 

in a practical outcome of near commercial standard. This year, 

exhibits ranged from a USB-powered insulin cooler to a garden-waste 

compactor.                Paul Millington, Head of DT

A level & GCSE Art, Design and Design & Technology Exhibition

Boys in the First Form took on the role of teachers when they 

hosted Year 4 children from St Andrew’s Primary School in 

Cobham for a fun day of Music, Drama and Art activities as part of 

their participation in the Bronze Arts Award. One part of this  is sharing 

information and expertise with others, so the activity day enabled the 

boys to demonstrate the skills and knowledge they had learnt in the 

Arts, and show leadership skills in teaching others. 

The Arts Award is managed by Trinity College London in association 

with Arts Council England and is a great way for children and young 

people to be inspired by and enjoy the arts. The qualification is 

nationally recognised and inspires children to connect with and take 

part in the wider arts world through taking challenges in an art form.

Each group of primary school pupils spent time rotating through 

the various activities, meaning that by the end the children from St 

Andrew’s had been taught by their Reed’s partner how to perform 

as part of a Greek Chorus, tried out various instruments including 

keyboards, trumpets and singing technique and created two colour 

poly-tile prints based on flower images.

The pupils from St Andrew’s were clearly impressed with the talent 

their partners displayed across all three subjects, listening eagerly to 

their feedback and taking on board the wealth of knowledge shared 

by the First Form.          Ben Tosh, Drama Dept

ART, DESIGN & DESIGN TECHNOLOGY Exhibition...

First Formers demonstrating skills

THE ARTS AWARD (Trinity College in assoc with Arts Council)
sharing skills and expertise with others ...



The final Toastmasters dinner of the year was organised solely by 

the Sixth Form students who had been members of the club for 

the last year and orchestrated by Matthew Cox, the Chairman. Over 

one hundred parents and staff were also invited to attend. The evening 

started with an outstanding speech from Matthew Callender, setting 

the standard for the night. Stephanie Drake then spoke eloquently 

about the seven important points she had learnt from school, 

reflecting on the fact she was about to end her schooling. Jack Le 

Feuvre, Olivia Morrison, Alicia Smith and Nico Spreeth also addressed 

the audience with confidence. Parents Mrs Watt and Mr Leong-Son 

held their nerve to give speeches, ably evaluated by their off-spring, 

Richard and Joseph respectively. The evening was interspersed 

with the courses of the meal and various introductory speeches. It 

culminated in the presentation of certificates to all students who had 

partaken in the various sessions by June McCullough, from Epsom 

Speakers’ Club, who sponsor and guide us throughout the year. 

             Val Wakefield, i/c Toastmasters’ Club
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Nissen-Bridgeman Project Presentations from the Third Form...

Each year, students in the Third Form are asked to write an 

analytical essay of up to 1500 words on a topic of their choice. 

The aim of the project is to foster and develop independent learning 

and for them to develop key writing and research skills that will be 

useful for future study. This year, there has been the added challenge 

of a presentation, where the students had to talk, without notes, 

about what they had learnt. The culmination of the project was the 

Presentation Evening, where the twelve finalists explained to the 

audience about their research. Some of the topic areas included the 

death of the printed book, animal testing, teaching pedagogies and 

Napoleon. What was most impressive was the quality of their answers 

when responding to questions from the audience; the ability to speak 

on one’s feet and to give carefully considered replies is a difficult task. 

All boys received a certificate and voucher for their efforts, along with 

prizes for the best speaker and overall project winner.

  Tim Silk, Teaching & Learning Co-ordinator

Toastmasters Club members with their certificates

Nissen-Bridgemen Presentation finalists Voting in the Mock Election

A Vital Introduction to the Political System...

PUBLIC SPEAKING
Toastmasters Final Dinner and Awards...

ACADEMIC

Reed’s School held a Mock Election to introduce pupils to the 

world of politics and pique their interest in the national elections. 

After a week of campaigning and canvassing the candidates met 

their competitors face-to-face in a debate. It was clear election fever 

had gripped the school as a large audience eagerly awaiting their 

arrival. The debate began with opening statements. Each candidate 

had two minutes to outline their main policies before questions from 

the audience. Issues such as the future of The NHS, Tuition Fees and 

The EU were all hotly contested. It was clear from the quality of each 

candidate’s performance that they had been ably supported and 

prepped by their campaign team, with clear and confident answers 

delivered to often very challenging questions. The debate closed 

with less than 24 hours to go before polling opened with opinion 

split on which party claimed the victory in the debate. All candidates 

and campaign teams should be congratulated for their creative and 

engaging campaigns. They have much to be proud of, wherever 

they found themselves on the results table. This proved to be a vital 

and engaging introduction to the British political system for many 

students and one which will, hopefully, encourage them to take an 

active interest later in life.          Ben Tosh, Drama Department



The Modern Foreign Languages department had a busy term 

starting with the senior French exchange where students 

headed to Bar-sur-Aube in the Champagne region giving them an 

ideal opportunity to boost their oral skills ahead of the exams – proof 

of this was that many were heard talking amongst themselves in 

French on the bus on the way home! Spanish students didn’t miss out 

- a week-long language immersion trip to Salamanca in Spain 

meant they returned home with great memories and a much deeper 

understanding and appreciation for Spanish language and culture. 

Back at Reed’s GCSE German students were entertained by a visiting 

German theatre group from Hamburg and the Onatti theatre 

group visited for a production of the Spanish play ¡Fuera! Joined 

by girls from Manor House School all enjoyed a lively, interactive & 

funny performance entirely in Spanish - an entertaining way of practising 

Spanish comprehension skills!           Simon Bramwell, Head of MFL

The Classics department organised a Roman army themed Classics 

workshop for First Form boys. A visiting member of the Pompeian 

Praetorian Guard told the boys about his life as a Roman soldier.  

Then the boys tried on various Roman clothing such as togas and 

armour, and handled some typical Roman objects and food. Three 

different activities: re-enacting Roman army drills, making dragonesque 

brooches and an archaeology detective game meant the boys had a 

great time being immersed in Roman culture and learnt several fun 

new facts about Roman life.           Kate Morland, Head of Classics

Anniversaries of some major historical events gave the History 

department little-needed inspiration. Celebrated children’s author 

Chris Lloyd read boys from The Close their rights when he explained 

the story of the Magna Carta as part of the Great Charter’s 800 

year anniversary. The boys were invited to help tell the story of the 

document, credited as being the foundation of civil liberties in England, 

using objects which showed how the document had contributed 

to the development of a freer, more equal society, including a set of 

shackles symbolising the abolition of slavery. The department pulled 

out all the stops on the day of the 200th anniversary of one of Britain’s 

most famous battles at Waterloo. Everywhere you looked there was 

someone in Napoleonic dress and character, be it British redcoats, 

or the Duke of Wellington rallying the troops in the DPC to steel 

themselves to fight the French, or the suavely dressed General Picton 

whose uniform never arrived at Waterloo. The Emperor Napoleon put 

in an appearance, brandishing his map of the battlefield and bursting 

into lessons left, right and centre. Throughout the day updates were 

emailed round detailing exactly what was happening in the battle at 

that moment 200 years ago, culminating in a screening of the battle 

sequence from the 1970s classic film ‘Waterloo’, where the boys ended 

a cracking day, munching on popcorn.        

Adam Waller, Head of History

Members of The Close went back in time to the Middle Ages when 

they visited Canterbury in search of a miracle. Deep in the heart 

of Canterbury Cathedral, the pupils were transfixed as they heard 

the story of Thomas Becket’s brutal murder and how his loyal monks 

cleaned up the saint’s blood, before mixing it with water to sell as a 

refreshing drink to weary pilgrims. Chaucer then took over from the 

Cathedral guides, as he led the boys through five of his most famous 

and bawdy tales.       Andy Davey, History Department

Geographers visited many corners of England over the term to expand 

their knowledge of the subject. Second Formers were treated to a great 

day along the Jurassic coast to explore one of England’s finest World 

Heritage sites, learning about plate tectonics and coastal processes by 

exploring the formation of Durdle Door, Lulworth Cove and Old Harry 

Rocks. The Third Form enjoyed a sunny field trip to Box Hill where 

they assessed the impact of tourism on the National Trust’s officially 

designated ‘Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty’. Lower Sixth students 

travelled further afield to immerse themselves in the landscape of the 

Lake District to understand the geographical processes that combine 

to create such a unique place.          Jon Ross, Head of Geography

Fourth Formers were engaged in the world of business with a 

programme called ‘Life’s a Pitch’ on Enterprise Day. Teams had to 

form their own advertising agency and come up with a promotional 

plan for a new healthy fizzy drink aimed at young people and then 

present their ideas for promotions in various media. The pupils were 

more than up to the challenge - whilst research suggests that ‘speaking 

in public’ is the number one fear amongst the general population, 

Reed’s boys clearly contradict the evidence for that! 

       Stephen Whiteley,  Head of Economics & Business Studies
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ACADEMIC TRIPS & EVENTS to expand knowledge...

Author Chris Lloyd explains the Magna Carta story

Staff members getting into the spirit for ‘Waterloo’ day

ACADEMIC



Tennis has flourished at Reed’s this term with nine teams playing 

over one hundred matches for the school. The U12s qualified for 

the Surrey League finals with three excellent wins and won the Surrey 

Festival. The U13 team also won the Surrey Festival and followed this 

up by retaining the Independent Schools’ Tennis Championships. The 

U14 team played in the Surrey League competition and finished 4th in 

the county which is an achievement they should be proud of.  Many 

of this team also combined with other junior age groups to win the 

Independent Schools’ League which is a brilliant achievement. The 

highlight for the U15 team was an excellent win in the Surrey League 

on Finals Day when our players contributed to great wins over Whitgift 

and KCS. They also secured the Surrey Festival title and played with 

determination in the National Schools and Independent Schools’ 

competitions but fell just short in the final stages. 

After having secured a third World Championship win back in March, 

this is a season that will always be remembered by our 1st team. They’ve 

since added the titles of Independent Schools’ League, Surrey League 

and St. George’s Pairs competition.  The season ended on a high with a 

9 hour marathon final, of an incredibly high standard, against Millfield in 

the National Schools’ Tennis Championships – securing us the National 

title for the ninth time in a row!      Adrian Blackman, Head of Tennis

The cricket season started with a record-breaking performance by 

the 1st XI, in front of a large crowd, in which the only three 

players to bat all scored centuries as they compiled a massive 

375 for 1 in 35 overs. Daniel Douthwaite scored his hundred in just 

31 deliveries, a British record and just 2 balls shy of a world record, 

leading to national newspaper and BBC radio coverage. 

Since then boys from all age groups across all teams have scored an 

unbelievable 17 centuries, Fourth Former Harry Alderson scored 4 

centuries, including 127 for the 1st XI against The MCC. 10 boys took 5 

or more wickets in a match and Oskar Kolk broke the school record for 

the highest individual score for the 1st XI with an innings of 181 not out.

The 1st XI retained the title of the 50/40 League. Reaching the last 

8 of the HMC National T20 competition was another satisfying 

achievement.  Surrey Cup success has come in the form of finals for 

the U15s and semi-finals for U12s and U14s. All teams have enjoyed 

successful seasons with participation being at its highest level ever. We 

are blessed with coaching talent that nurtures ability and develops 

skills. Boys have represented the 1st XI this year who were not A team 

players lower down the School or who had not even played the game 

before they joined our ranks!     Malcolm Dunn, Head of Cricket

Two galas against local rivals proved victorious for Reed’s swimmers. 

The local derby against Parkside School for boys in The Close is 

always a hotly contested affair! Reed’s swam well from the start and 

after wins in the first few races the form continued and we ended 

eventual winners by 49 points to 40 - the gala was swum in fine spirit 

and enjoyed by all involved. In the Eton gala our U14 side, comprising 

four Close swimmers, competed well and earned valuable points. The 

U16 and U18 sides were just too strong for the opposition and we left 

them trailing in our wake to win with 122 points over 96. The meet 

ended with a friendly game of water polo –an experience the boys all 

thoroughly enjoyed.            Jono Douthwaite, Head of Swimming

Reeds’ golfers competed in both the Independent Schools National 

Final and the HMC Schools’ National Final having qualified through 

the regional events. At Princes and Royal St George’s in Kent in the ISGA 

final steady progress was made on the first day but a couple of wayward 

holes on the second day meant a finish in 7th place - out of well over 

20 other schools - a respectable achievement. In the HMC Schools’ final 

at Purley Downs the challenge was to retain our 2014 title and despite 

a 2-1 opening match win only a 3-0 win against the favourites would 

ensure a place in the grand final. Reed’s golfers standard of play was 

phenomenal but a lost ball on the 15th meant the competition was 

unwinnable.         Terry Harrison, Head of Golf

A small group of talented athletes represented Reed’s in the Achilles 

Relays at the Roger Bannister track, Oxford. The girls’ 4 x 200m 

qualified for the final and ran a fantastic race coming a close 5th place. 

The boys’ 4 x 100m team missed qualifying by a few tenths of a second. 

But it was the boys’ 4 x 400m final that proved the thriller of the day! 

Holding off a strong challenge the team romped home in first place in a 

remarkable time of 3:25.4 leaving Harrow and Eton to pick up the minor 

places.       Adam Jolly, Head of Athletics
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SPORTING ROUND-UP FOR THE SPRING TERM
Cricket - National & School records broken ...

Swimming, Golf and Athletics success...
Record Breakers (Dan Douthwaite, Sonny Cott & Nathan Tilley

Tennis - National Champs again...
National Schools’ Tennis Champions 2015
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The final week of the summer term can appear to be an unnecessary legality where not much is 

done and is resented as an obstacle before the long awaited summer holiday. However, Personal 

Development Week at Reed’s has served to prove me wrong and I am very happy that it did. 

My team consisted of peers with whom, until this week, I had rarely engaged. My initial response was: “I’m 

going to hate this week; I’m not with any of my friends.” The latter was indeed true, yet the former could 

not be further from the truth. I have finished my first year at Reed’s with newfound relationships.

Having been at an all-girls’ school since the age of seven, I was always worried about beginning a co-

educational experience - trying to balance my A Levels with the added stress of an extra 15 minutes 

each morning to do my make up….whilst these insecurities may have existed in the first month or so, it’s 

now a long-gone state of mind because the initial period of ‘keeping up appearances’ ends long before 

coursework begins; so I began Personal Development Week with a security in myself that I am sure 

any girl who comes to Reed’s will find.

The first day consisted of logo design, so step forward all you artists! Our teams had to complete physical 

and mental challenges to win resources to create an interesting and inventive team T-shirt. We wore 

these T-shirts over the week in a bonded expression of identity and teamwork.  In the afternoon we 

waged war in the ballista championships, having to construct and use a catapult to gain scores higher 

than our opponents. In these sorts of physical tasks you may expect the boys in the team to take over, 

leaving the girls a little marginalised, but, throughout the day, all tasks were distributed evenly, with the 

girls delivering shots that put the boys to shame! 

The second day was arguably the best as it consisted of the London Rally, essentially a large-scale treasure 

hunt with clues hidden all over London. In our groups we had to navigate around complicated tube 

systems and pedestrians on a 36°C day to uncover clues and riddles that would lead us to the next 

destination. This is the best way to bond with a group of people: we laughed, jumped, juggled and 

twittered our way to becoming a well-oiled, close-knit family. 

The third day was Dragon Boating. Now this is probably where a few of you will say, “A boat full of 

competitive boys, no thank you!” but, as a girl who struggles with lifting over-packed shopping bags, 

physical strength is not the be all and end all of the day; in fact it barely plays a part. You succeed in 

your group with a combination of team work, rhythm and dedication, all of which us girls have in 

bucket loads. Even if you don’t finish first in the races, the real fun is jumping into the water with your 

team, celebrating your first complete year at Reed’s and the friendships you’ve formed, whether recently 

or early on, whether with boys or girls, you can consider yourself one of the Reedonians, and that’s a title 

that lasts a lifetime.              Ellie Chance, Lower Sixth

It has been the most unbelievable season in the history of girls’ tennis 

at Reed’s. Chloe Lant and Lila Simpson represented Reed’s in the 

Independent Schools’ Championships at Eton College, an event 

that brings together one hundred of the best Independent schools 

for four days of intense competition. After breezing through the 

early stages they faced number one seeds Millfield in the final. They 

narrowly lost the first set, Millfield then piled on the pressure. With 

defeat staring them in the face at 5-0 the girls found real inner strength 

and clawed back, saving three match points and the next six games 

to take the second set. With the fantastic support from the boys, the 

girls marched on to win the third set, crowning them champions. 

This was fitting reward as the girls had also qualified for the National 

Schools’ Championships for the first time ever, finishing a very 

credible eleventh place in the country, and had become Surrey Cup 

champions for the first time in the 82 year history of the competition.

Reed’s girls were also crowned champions at the National 

Independent Schools’ Beach Volleyball Tournament in 

Brighton. The team won a tough group with some thrilling play by 

developing intimidating, driven serves creating huge problems for their 

opponents. In the final they faced a fired-up Sevenoaks team and the 

scoring was close for a long time. The Reed’s girls kept their composure 

and used a replayed point as fuel for a streak of points which made the 

trophy secure. This feat is even more special given that Cobham is not 

renowned for its beaches!            Lucy Balls, Head of Girls’ Sport

Girls - National Independent School Champions in two sports...

FOCUS ON GIRLS
Lower Sixth Personal Development Week – A Girl’s Perspective...

Tennis - National Champs again...

Ellie Chance during Personal 
Development Week (above right)

National Champions: Beach Volley 
-Ball (above) and Tennis (below)



Over forty delegates, made up of parents, Old Reedonians 

and associates of Reed’s, from prestigious companies and 

innovative business sectors, attended a Future Careers Evening held 

at Reed’s School with the aim of sharing their valuable insight and 

expertise with our students. The industries the delagtes repersented 

varied from engineering, finance and marketing to medical, dental 

and clinical neuroscience. The evening was designed to provide 

students with the opportunity to discuss their career ideas with 

industry professionals to give them a greater understanding of the 

profession and what paths to follow in order to prepare themselves 

for the future. 

Later in the term future, past and present combined to create the 

FutureUni Fair. Old Reedonians from universities all over Britain 

returned to Reed’s to share their advice and experiences with this 

year’s Lower Sixth Formers. There was a buzz of excitement from staff 

and students welcoming familiar faces of impressive and talented 

ORs, many of whom commented on how much they missed and 

appreciated Reed’s. The Fair itself saw our UCAS candidates picking 

the brains of our young alumni - a hugely beneficial experience. 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Autumn Term 2015

LIFE AFTER REED’S
FutureCareers & FutureUni...
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FutureCareers Fair

FutureUni Fair

Saturday 12th September
Open Morning from 9.30am to 11am for Sixth Form Families 

and from 10.30am to 12.30pm for all other year groups. Contact the 

Registrar on 01932 869001 or admissions@reeds.surrey.sch.uk

Tuesday 22rd September
FORS Wine Tasting & AGM at 8pm in the Assembly Hall. 

All Welcome. Contact Susie Orme on 0208 879 3756 or susieorme@

hotmail.com

Sunday 11th October
Harvest Festival Service at 7.15pm in the School Chapel.

Wednesday 4th November
Close Drama Performance of ‘Julius Caesar’ 
7pm at Leatherhead Theatre.

Friday 6th November
Close Fireworks & Bonfire Party 6.30pm at The Close.

Saturday 7th November 
Open Morning from 10am for all year groups. Contact the 

Registrar on 01932 869001 or admissions@reeds.surrey.sch.uk

Sunday 8th November
Service of Remembrance 

at 7.15pm in the School Chapel. Places are limited. 

Monday 9th November
Autumn Concert at 7.30pm in the Assembly Hall.

Thursday 12th November
EPQ Presentation Evening at 6.30pm in the Assembly Hall

Saturday 14th November
FORS Murder Mystery Dinner 
at 7.30pm in the Assembly Hall

Weds 25th, Thurs 26th & Fri 27th November
Main School Production of ‘The Impresario’  
at 7.30pm in the Assembly Hall.

Saturday 21st November
FORS Christmas Fair from 12 noon in the Sports Hall. Contact 

Susie Orme on 0208 879 3756 or susieorme@hotmail.com

Thursday 3rd December
Reeds’s School Carol Service 7pm at St Martin of Tours 

Church, Epsom. Places are limited. 

These events and timings may be subject to alteration,

so please check the website for the most up to date information

www.reeds.surrey.sch.uk


